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Abstract: Artistic robotic painting implies creating a picture on canvas according to a brushstroke
map preliminarily computed from a source image. To make the painting look closer to the human
artwork, the source image should be preprocessed to render the effects usually created by artists.
In this paper, we consider three preprocessing effects: aerial perspective, gamut compression and
brushstroke coherence. We propose an algorithm for aerial perspective amplification based on
principles of light scattering using a depth map, an algorithm for gamut compression using nonlinear
hue transformation and an algorithm for image gradient filtering for obtaining a well-coherent
brushstroke map with a reduced number of brushstrokes, required for practical robotic painting. The
described algorithms allow interactive image correction and make the final rendering look closer to a
manually painted artwork. To illustrate our proposals, we render several test images on a computer
and paint a monochromatic image on canvas with a painting robot.
Keywords: computer creativity; artistic rendering; robot art; automation; printing
1. Introduction
Non-photorealistic rendering includes hardware, software and algorithms for process-
ing photographs, video and computationally generated images. One of the branches of
non-photorealistic rendering refers to designing and implementing artistic painting robots,
mimicking the human manner in art and creating images with real media on paper or can-
vas [1–4]. The topic of robot design covers some special problems: brush control [4,5], paint
mixing [6], brushstroke generation [7–10], edge enhancement [11], gamut correction [11,12],
etc. While notable efforts have been made in developing the most general issues in image
pre-processing for painterly rendering, some valuable problems remain poorly considered.
The first problem refers to an aerial perspective, which is known to be one of the ways
to render the space depth, as well as linear perspective [13]. Aerial perspective is an effect
due to scattering of light in the atmosphere and is well observed in mountains or on large
water surfaces, when distant objects become apparently bluish and pale. Artists usually
amplify the aerial perspective when it is necessary to achieve more depth in the depicted
scene. For example, this effect can be artificially enhanced in still-lifes when the distance
between objects is too small to let the studio air sufficiently affect the tone of further objects.
Well-known by artists and described in scientific publications on arts, the aerial perspective
is only paid a little attention in works on non-photorealistic rendering. This study fills this
gap by providing a simple algorithm for controlling the extent of aerial perspective in a
depicted scene and thus providing an illusion of depth as rendered by human artists.
The second problem considered in this paper is gamut correction. An extensive analy-
sis on a representative set of artworks [14] founds that colors in artworks and photographs
are distributed in a statistically different way. Zeng et al. [15] claimed that the spectra of
paintings are often shifted to warmer tones than the spectra of photos. These effects may
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be caused by aging of both paint and varnish in old artworks [16] as well as the influence
of artists’ individual manner. In the latter case, it is important to achieve similar effects in
robotic painting to accurately mimic special features introduced by humans. The results
reported in this paper develop the ideas published in [11], introducing a special type of
nonlinear function for gamut correction.
The third problem refers to improving brushstroke coherence. The results based on
Herzmann’s algorithm show that when the unprocessed edge map extracted from the
image is used for controlling the brushstroke orientation, brushstrokes remain poorly
coherent [9,17,18]. To improve brushstroke ordering, interactive tensor field design in-
stead of direct gradient extraction [19] or interactive brushstroke rendering techniques
by regions [20] can be used, but this implies manual operations and may be excessively
elaborate for the user. Nevertheless, it could provide more accurate results. In this paper,
we propose linear gradient filtering, which sufficiently improves brushstroke coherence
and thus the rendering quality, as well as reduces the number of brushstrokes.
To exemplify how the proposed issues can be implemented in a real painting, we
show an etude by S. Leonov given in Figure 1. The painting has a prominent aerial
perspective, well-ordered brushstrokes and a specific hue histogram related to the so-called
“harmonic gamut”.
(a) (b)

















Figure 1. (a) The original image. It has a blue pale background due to aerial perspective. (b) The
predominant directions of brushstrokes in some regions of the image. In these regions, the brush-
strokes are highly coherent. (c) The hue histogram showing that it has two distinct peaks near
complementary colors: orange H = 0.1 and blue H = 0.6.
In general, image preprocessing might be unnecessary in some cases, but sometimes
elaborate preparation might be needed. In our paper, we propose three-stage image
processing technique:
1. Aerial perspective enhancement
2. Gamut correction
3. Averaging of the edge field extracted from the image for controlling brushstroke
orientation
The image with aerial perspective enhancement, gamut correction and the edge field
is then used for brushstroke rendering by the modified Herzmann’s algorithm [6].
The findings of the paper are novel computationally simple algorithms for aerial
perspective enhancement, gamut correction and brushstroke coherence enhancement. They
are verified via simulated artworks and a painting of a real robot.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the description of
the algorithm for aerial perspective enhancement. Section 3 is dedicated to the gamut
correction. Section 4 is dedicated to the brushstroke coherence control. Experimental results
are presented in Section 5. The conclusions follow in Section 6.
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2. Aerial Perspective Enhancement
2.1. Related Work
Aerial perspective together with linear perspective comprises one of the two main
ways to create an illusion of depth in paintings. It was known since early periods of
visual art: examples of aerial perspective are discovered in ancient Greco-Roman wall
paintings [21]. In modern figurative art, it plays an important role, providing a way to
distinguish overlapped close objects and define the distance to the further objects and
figures in 2D image space. Enhancement of aerial perspective improves the artistic impres-
sion, examples of which can be found in artworks of many famous artists. Two prominent
examples are given in Figure 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) An example of highly enhanced aerial perspective in art: “Rain, Steam and Speed” by
J.M.W. Turner, 1844. (b) A piece where aerial perspective is rendered through bluish gamut: “Paisaje
con san Jerónimo” by Joachim Patinir, 1515–1519.
The examples of aerial perspective may be found even in still lifes when closer objects
are intentionally painted with more bright and saturated colors.
In technical applications, atmospheric perspective in photographs caused by air
turbidity, mist, dust and smoke is often undesirable because it decreases the contrast of
distant objects and makes the image processing difficult [22]. Several techniques have
been proposed to reduce haze, including heuristic approaches [22] and physics-based
approaches [23]. In the latter work, Narasimhan and Nayar adopted the exponential
model of light scattering, also used for aerial perspective rendering [24] in mixed reality
applications. Following this approach, we develop an algorithm for aerial perspective
enhancement in painterly rendering application.
Artificial aerial perspective may not only be used for artistic purposes but for some
technical applications as well. For example, Raskar et al. used a special camera and an
image processing algorithm for rendering technical sketches with artificially enhanced
contours [25]. The artificial aerial perspective does not introduce additional lines and
details into an image and can be useful in some cases: for example, when there are too
many lines and small details in the original image, and adding contours would make the
image messy and poorly readable.
2.2. Synthetic Aerial Perspective
The exponential model of light scattering is described by the equation





where β is the atmospheric scattering coefficient, s is the distance to the object, L0 is the light
coming from the object directly, L∞ is the light from the infinite background (atmospheric
light) and L is the apparent color of the object as perceived by the observer. For the
images in RGB colorspace, Equation (1) may be applied to every color channel of each
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pixel. To determine the distance s, one should use the depth map, which can be obtained
using various methods, including 3D scanning approaches [26], artificial intelligence
methods [27], atmospheric transparency estimation [23] or constructed manually.
To obtain the coefficient β for the real-world scene, air turbidity may be estimated ex-
perimentally [24]. For our purposes, one does not need an accurate value of this parameter.
Let us propose a simple method for controlling apparent air transparency. First, we
should recall that depth maps are often represented with grayscale images where lighter
color refers to closer objects [26,28]. Denote the minimal and maximal values in the depth
map as dmin and dmax. Taking d as the depth map pixel brightness, the actual computational
formula for aerial perspective derived from (1) is given by:





To compute the scattering parameter β, we introduce a control parameter a in range
[0; 1]. The value 0 corresponds to ideally transparent air and 1 corresponds to the case





It is possible to render the aerial perspective in an arbitrary scene without connection
with real air transparency using this approach. The main condition for obtaining consistent
results is using a noiseless and continuous depth map without regions with undefined
distances. In Section 5, we render the test images using both real and manually constructed
depth maps and show that the visual effect is similar even when the depth is estimated
inaccurately, in the case of manually constructed depth maps. The process is described
graphically in Figure 3. Input data include source image, depth map, background color L∞
and the attenuation coefficient a. These parameters are set by the user. Using Equation (2),
the colors of the background and the target image are mixed in proportions controlled by
the depth map and the attenuation coefficient.
Figure 3. Block diagram of the aerial perspective enhancement process.
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3. Gamut Correction
3.1. Related Work
Methods for controlling the gamut of the image are useful not only in non-photorealistic
rendering but in artistic photography and technical applications as well. The basics of
modifying the gamut are described in [12]. Organizing color scheme in a way artists
do [11,14,29] may sufficiently enhance the artistic perception of the work and make the
robotic painting look closer to real artworks. To perform the gamut correction, several
techniques have been proposed. One of the most advanced techniques called “color har-
monization” was described by Cohen-Or et al. [29]. The proposed “color harmonization”
algorithm optimizes the H channel values of the image in HSV color space to fit one of the
pre-defined color templates, compressing the hue histogram into two unequal sectors on
opposite sides of the color wheel. The simple linear compression law for this purpose is




where C is the central hue in the color wheel sector, corresponding to a harmonic template,
H0 is the hue of the original image pixel, w0 is the length of the arc on the uncompressed
color wheel, and w is the length of the color wheel sector, corresponding to a harmonic
template. Cohen-Or et al. [29] proposed a more elaborate scheme, implying that the hue
update law is nonlinear and smoother than (4):
Hnew = C +
w
2
(1− Gσ(||H0 − C||). (5)
In (5), Gσ is the normalized Gaussian function with mean 0 and standard deviation σ.
It has been proposed to optimize a special cost function referring to the error between the
original histogram and one of the pre-defined harmonic schemes and updating the pixel
values with the law (4) or (5).
The disadvantage of this method is that the rendered hue transformation is discontin-
uous, which leads to artifacts in the resulting image and unnatural hue histogram shape.
To avoid these artifacts, semantic image information or manual correction is needed.
3.2. Continuous Gamut Correction
The more natural way is to construct a smooth or piecewise linear function F : H0 →
Hnew with a small slope by values H0 : F(H0) = Ci, i = 1, 2, ..., k where k is the number of
desired resulting histogram peaks, usually from 1 to 3, and a steep slope near intermediate
hues. The possible plot of this function is given in Figure 4.
Several functions have the desired properties, for example, arctan(H) or any other
type of sigmoid functions, but the most versatile way for designing and controlling the
function F(H) is using piecewise linear, polynomial or spline approximations, e.g., the
Newton polynomials. Figure 4 illustrates how the shape of the function modifies the
histogram, where the plot for ∆H = H1 − H0 gives the difference between the original hue
histogram H0 and the resulting histogram H1. The red line in Figure 4 refers to the identity
F(H) = H, which has no impact on the histogram.
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Figure 4. Generalization of the proposed hue modification function: regions with small slope
provide histogram compression by the desired peaks C1 and C2, while continuity of the function in
regions with steep slope ensures continuity of the modified histogram. Here, Bezier spline was used
for the illustration.
Figure 5 presents the results obtained by the “color harmonization” approach and
the proposed technique on the test image “Art” [26]. We used this image because it
is a part of the test set for stereo matching algorithms and has a reliable depth map
obtained by 3D scanning. Artifacts in the image after color harmonization are given in
boxes, while the same regions of the picture preserve natural view when the continuous
compression function is applied. The second notable difference is that the hue histogram
after harmonization by templates becomes discontinuous, which looks unnatural and can
affect the perception of a scene.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Gamut correction methods: color harmonization by templates (a); and the proposed
method of nonlinear compression (b).
In our work, we use a piecewise-linear function composed of n pieces, determined
as follows
Hnew = H + Vi+1(H − r0) + Vi(r1 − H),









where Vi are user-defined points and r0 and r1 are bounds of pieces. We use n = 10 pieces,
which is sufficient for almost any gamut correction task.
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In Section 5, the results for several test images are given proving that the proposed
approach is fruitful and more efficient than “color harmonization”.
4. Brushstroke Coherence Control
4.1. Related Work
Herzmann’s algorithm is probably the most popular algorithm for brushstroke com-
putation [9,17,30,31]. It uses a special edge field projected on the image for controlling
brushstroke orientation. It generates long curved brushstrokes using the following scheme.
First, seed points are placed onto an image. Then, from each seed point, a brushstroke
grows by segments so that each segment starting from an image point Iij is oriented in
accordance with the local orientation of the edge field Fij. For example, when the gradient
vector field is used as the edge field, each segment is oriented normally to the local gradient.
The brushstroke stops growing when its color stops fitting the underlying source image
color or its length exceeds a predefined maximal value. The algorithm finishes when all
seed points have been involved.
Herzmann’s algorithm can be easily adapted for using multiple brush sizes and shapes.
Since a physical set of brushstrokes is computed, the algorithm is more computationally
expensive in comparison with some other non-photorealistic rendering approaches without
brushstroke simulation, e.g., coherence-enhancing filtering [32]. The original version of
Herzmann’s algorithm allows computing each brushstroke independently and can be
parallelized on GPU in a manner proposed by Meier [33] or Umenhoffer et al. [34].
Nevertheless, actual issues in the robotic painting are tended to reduce the number of
brushstrokes while retaining dense canvas covering and a predefined brushstroke applica-
tion order (in our work, it is from dark to light). Generating the next brushstroke needs
keeping in mind previously computed ones and therefore parallelization is difficult [9].
Another problem of this painterly rendering approach is that, even if some extra conditions
on brushstroke mutual orientation are imposed, the brushstroke orientation remains un-
naturally stochastic if the edge field computed from the image is not sufficiently smooth.
Thus, special edge field control schemes are required. Before considering them, recall how
the edge field is computed.
The first kind of edge fields for controlling brushstroke orientation is the vector-based
edge field extracted from the image using numerical differentiation operator [8,17,19]. For
example, the Sobel operator can be used for gradient estimation:
Dx =
−1 0 1−2 0 2
−1 0 1
 , Dy = D>x (7)
To obtain gradient, the Sobel operator (7) is convolved with the source image I:
Gx = Dx ∗ I, Gy = Dy ∗ I.
The more advanced way to compute gradient is using the rotational symmetric deriva-
tive operator [35]
Dx =
 p1 0 −p11− 2p1 0 2p1 − 1
p1 0 −p1
 , Dy = D>x , (8)
where p1 = 0.183.
The more elaborate technique for the edge field design is constructing a structure













The major and minor eigenvalues are then found from the relation:
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The major eigenvector points towards the direction of maximum change, while the
minor eigenvector is orthogonal to it and shows the direction of maximum uniformity.
Major eigenvectors can be used instead of the gradient to control the brushstroke orientation
using the tensor-based edge field.
In practice, numerical differentiation is usually undesired since it amplifies noise.
When the gradient is computed from the image, even small noise can lead to a sufficient in-
coherence of the extracted gradient vectors. One of the possible ways to decrease this effect
is filtering matrices A, B and C from (9) using Gaussian or any other type of smoothing
filters [32]. This operation can also be represented as a convolution with Gaussian matrix
G: Ms = G ∗ M, where M is a target matrix and Ms is the smoothed matrix. Filtering
may suppress artifacts caused by the noise, but it still does not necessarily provide good
brushstroke coherence in practical cases. The reason is that images often contain many
almost uniform regions where the gradient magnitude is low and numerical gradient
computation algorithms do not provide reliable results. A possible solution to this problem
is replacing tensors with major eigenvector magnitude lower than a threshold τ using
interpolation between neighboring vectors [32]. This causes discontinuities near borders
of regions with a magnitude lower and greater than τ, and a large number of iterations is
needed to achieve appropriate smoothing.
Another way to improve the edge field is the interaction with the user. For example,
Zhang et al. proposed an interactive tool for tensor field manual correction by editing
tensor field degenerate points [19]. Igno et al. developed an approach based on the natural
neighbor interpolation between manually drawn splines following the depicted scene
features such as object edges and generatrices [20]. These approaches allow utilizing
semantic information accessible to the user and rendering the painting more accurately.
4.2. Coherence Enhancement by Averaging
In this work, we propose an automatic coherence enhancement method by averaging.
It is based on the observation that the magnitude of eigenvectors on edges or other suf-
ficiently heterogeneous image regions computed by Equations (7)–(11) is notably higher
than in nearly uniform regions where these operators give unreliable results. Therefore,
linear spatial averaging of x and y vector components will usually preserve the orientation
of vectors with large magnitude and suppress erroneous direction components in vectors
with small magnitude. This idea is consonant with the artistic painting technique used by
many artists when the brushstrokes follow the orientation of edges in the depicted scene.
An example of this artistic technique is given in Figure 6.





1 1 . . . 1









Let U and V be matrices of x and y major eigenvector (10) components, respectively,
and an edge field F = U × V is the projection of the tensor field S on the image. The
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averaging matrix (12) is then convolved with U and V in order to produce smoothened
edge field Fs = Us ×Vs, where
Us = W ∗U, Vs = W ∗V. (13)
The size m of the matrix W is selected with respect to the brush radius R. Reasonable
results are achieved with values m ∈ [2R ; 8R]. The value m = 4R can be recommended
for the first test on any image, and the values over m = 8R provide an extremely smoothed
brushstroke map which is likely to ignore many local features of the image.
Figure 6. “Country road in Provence by night” by Vincent van Gogh, 1890. Painterly brushstrokes
on the road follow its edges, while brushstrokes in the sky are parallel to edges of the star and
the crescent.
Summarizing, the following coherence enhancement algorithm is proposed (in
Algorithm 1):
Algorithm 1: Obtaining a smoothed edge field from an image
input :a bitmap Im, parameters of matrices Dx, Dy, G, W
output :a vector field Fs
// Load a bitmap
I← LoadImage(Im);
// Find derivatives
Fx← Dx ∗ I;
Fy← Dy ∗ I;
A← Fx · Fx, B← Fx · Fy, C← Fy · Fy;
// Convolve with the Gaussian matrix and processing the tensor field
A← G ∗ A, B← G ∗ B, C← G ∗ C;
S← GetTensorField(A, B, C)
[U,V ]← GetMajorEigenvectors(S);
// Convolve with the averaging matrix
U←W ∗ U;
V←W ∗ V;
// Obtain the final result
Fs← [U, V ];
Figure 7 shows the results of the proposed approach in comparison with the results
based on Gaussian filtering of A, B and C components of S in (9) only. To obtain brushstroke
maps, an algorithm from Karimov et al. [9] was used. Notice the regular behavior of
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brushstrokes in the image obtained by the proposed approach. The value m = 8R was
used. The brushstrokes in Figure 7b are notably more irregular than in Figure 7a.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Edge field improvement by averaging: (a) a painterly rendered image using a smoothened
edge field by the proposed approach; and (b) a rendered image with no averaging. Yellow frames
highlight similar fragments of rendered images and show the underlying major eigenvectors used
for brushstroke generation in each case.
5. Experimental Results
In this section, we illustrate the stages of image preprocessing and present some of
the results.
5.1. Experiments with Simulated Painting
First, let us illustrate how aerial perspective can improve the image depth perception.
In the first experiment, we used the “Art” test image for rendering the aerial perspective
and enhanced the apparent depth of this still life. Using the provided depth map, we
rendered the aerial perspective using light-blue infinite background and the value of
attenuation parameter a = 0.3. To eliminate some artifacts contained in the depth map, the
original depth map was first filtered with a histogram filter to cut off 0.5% of the rarest
distance values and thus remove artifacts from the depth map, and then blurred with
Gaussian filter of size m = 6 with σ = 3. Figure 8a shows the original image and Figure 8b
shows a resulting image with an aerial perspective. Objects became more distinguishable
from the background and each other. The brushstroke rendering results are not shown here.
Second, we show that a manually painted depth map does not affect the final image
quality. Figure 9a shows a photograph taken in normal air conditions. Suppose an artist
inspired by Turner’s “Rain, Steam and Speed” wants to obtain a similar effect. The
depth map shown in Figure 9b was constructed manually using the source image, and
all distances were estimated approximately. The aerial perspective enhancement leads to
an effect of mist, as shown in Figure 9c, an infinite background color was chosen close to
white and the attenuation parameter was set a = 0.9. The rendering result is presented
in Figure 9d, which is similar to Figure 7a. Averaging also results in the economy of
brushstrokes: the render contains 25,865 brushstrokes without coherence enhancement
and 24,191 brushstrokes with coherence enhancement, which comprises approximately
6.5% reduction.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. (a) The original image, which is apparently more “flat” than the processed one in (b).
The third example gives the rendering result if the artist wants to imitate a noble
yellowish gamut of old artworks and enhance the aerial perspective. Figure 10a shows the




Figure 9. Aerial perspective enhancement of the source image (a) using the manually painted depth
map (b) leads to a misty image (c), which is then rendered to obtain an etude-like composition
(d) painted with a thick brush.
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(a) (b)
Figure 10. The source image (a) was processed using all four stages: aerial perspective enhancement,
gamut compression for achieving an effect of yellowed old paints, contrast-saturation correction
and, finally, brushstroke rendering with improved coherence. The rendering result (b) represents a
simulation of generated plotter file ready for robotic artistic painting.
5.2. Experiments with the Robotic Painting
Our experimental robot ARTCYBE is currently capable of monochromatic painting
with acrylic paints. It is a three degrees of freedom gantry robot with a working area
of 50 cm × 70 cm. It has a block of syringe pumps and a brush as an end effector. The
working cycle of the robot starts from injecting fluid acrylic paints into a small paint mixer
in a required proportion. An impeller inside the mixer starts rotating and preparing the
mixture of the required tint. Then, the robot starts painting brushstrokes of the required
tint, extruding the paint from its hollow brush onto a canvas. When the paint ends, it
renews the paint mixture. After all strokes of the current tint are painted, it washes the
mixer and the brush and proceeds with the next tint. More details of the robot design and
its main technical characteristics can be found in [6].
Since the current version of the robot can implement only monochromatic images,
the full-scale test with this machine can be performed only with coherence enhancement,
because aerial perspective and especially gamut correction require color painting. In this
experiment, we render the photo of Aleksandr Popov, known as the inventor of the radio
(along with G. Marconi) and the first elected rector of ETU “LETI”. The source image has a
size 520 × 706 pixels. The coherence enhancement allows reducing the number of strokes
from 35,028 strokes to 33,175 strokes, when the averaging filer with m = 4R is used, which
comprises 5.7% brushstroke number reduction. Moreover, without coherence enhancement,
the generated strokes are fairly stochastic due to the noise in the source image. Figure 11
presents four stages of image processing.
Let us consider the stages of image processing in detail. First, the source image given
in Figure 11a is manually corrected to obtain a permanently white background. This
sufficiently reduces the required amount of paint needed to cover the canvas covered with
the white primer. Next, the brushstroke map (Figure 11b) and the render (Figure 11c) are
generated. In Figure 11b, it is clearly seen that uniform regions are rendered with long
horizontal strokes. Finally, the painting is implemented on canvas (Figure 11d).
In this experiment, we use 50 cm × 70 cm canvas on cardboard and specially prepared
acrylic paints manufactured by a local brand “Nevskaya palitra”. Due to some limitations
in tone rendition accuracy, the final image in Figure 11d has slightly fewer tone grades than
the render in Figure 11c, but the brushstroke shapes are implemented accurately.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 11. A slightly noisy source image (a) containing a number of monotonic areas can be rendered
with well-coherent strokes generated with the technique of coherence enhancement (b). The rendered
image (c) is then painted with the robot (d).
6. Conclusions and Discussion
Image preprocessing for artistic painterly rendering is a non-trivial task since there is
no general recipe for how a human artist converts the visual perception into a painting.
Our work is based on several principles and traditions in art and proposes three special
image processing techniques for making the image look more artistically impressive.
Tests with simulated images and an artistically skilled robot show the applicability
of the proposed approaches. We show that the enhanced aerial perspective can increase
the image perceived depth; the proposed gamut correction approach allows exact and
continuous hue transformation for better artistic impression; and the brushstroke coherence
enhancement approach makes the rendered image more orderly and reduces the number
of brushstrokes, which results in better painting quality and less working time of the robot.
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While we show the benefits of these methods by examples, additional investigation is
needed to unveil how these algorithms were implicitly used by artists through the years.
Thus, the future work will be focused on "reverse engineering" of these painting techniques
from a large database of artistic images with the use of machine learning and artificial
intelligence. First, it is of interest to find which characteristics of aerial perspective are most
common in arts. Second, one can find an optimal shape of hue correction function after
analyzing a certain number of artworks. Third, one can analyze strokes of particular artists
and find an optimal algorithm for brushstroke coherence control and imitate the individual
style of the artist. For example, van Gogh’s style of highly coherent brushstrokes is of a
notable interest [36].
It is also important to compare artificial intuition and artificial creativity as two related
branches of artificial intelligence and denote the role of the current work in these fields.
As usually emphasized by artists who belong to the traditional realistic schools, technical
skills are not less important than personal manner and emotions. Today, it is not entirely
clear what makes us feel strong emotions from one painting and remain indifferent to
another, even technically more perfect. However, undoubtedly, limited artist’s skills can
spoil even a brilliant idea. Artists spend a lot of time to achieve a high technical level
but usually have no problems with creativity and transmitting their message to viewers.
As for machines, today, they are technically more skilled than human artists in many
aspects. Only a few technical problems remain unresolved in machine painting such
as performing colored oil painting. However, it is important to note that what we call
“intuition” is still a matter of speculations. For example, recent advances with GANs
such as StyleGAN2 [37] show that these algorithms can already generate high-grade
original images. However, roughly speaking, they combine various fragments of images in
beautiful but meaningless combinations and cannot go beyond the boundaries of the style
of artists on whose paintings they were trained. Thus, the vector of artificial intelligence
development is directed to the technical side of creativity rather than to improving artificial
intuition, and this paper also contributes to the technical aspect of the issue.
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